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Preface to the Second Edition

low or Engineering Seismic Reflection Method"

The engineering seismic reflection method is
gaining more attention as a viable tool for map

has not been written with the intention of provid

ping the subsurface. As the method is applied in

ing a complete tutorial in the use of signal en
hancement seismographs for recording reflec
tion signals. The primary purpose of the mono

a wider variety of geologic settings and as large
amounts of data begin to be collected, the
simple-minded approach to interpreting reflec

graph is to introduce the overall concept of

tions as discussed in the first four sections of the

seismic reflection recording with instruments
not normally considered suitable for reflection
work and the processing and interpretation of

monograph become slow, laborious, and conse

"An Introduction to the Utilization of the Shal

such data.

The monograph is used by Geo-CompuGraph, Inc. as a primer when giving short
courses or individualized training in the use of
the engineering seismic reflection method. The
simplistic approach to recording reflections des
cribed in the first part of the monograph will
allow a person to indeed see reflections in many
geologic environments. However, to become
proficient with the technique, the geologist, en
gineer, or geophysicist will need to continually
refer to the monograph, to geophysics text
books, and to various geophysical and engineer
ing journals while conducting his/her own exper
iments and production surveying.

Use of the engineering seismic reflection me
thod requires, at present, a bootstrap approach
to learning and applying the method. However,
the reflection seismic method may one day re
place the refraction method in the exploration
and mapping of the shallow subsurface in the
same way that refraction surveying has been
overshadowed by reflection surveying in the pet
roleum industry. Those experimenting with and
applying the method today will be better pre

pared to take maximum advantage of electronic
and software advances as they apply to seismic
reflection recording in the next few years
Robert W. Lankston

Marian M. Lankston

June 22,1981

Spokane, Washington

n

Preface to the Third Edition

quently, expensive.

Experiences with the engineering seismic re
flection method since the monograph was first
published have clearly pointed to the need for
computer processing of the data. At present, the
need may not be sufficient to warrant recording
the data on 9-track magnetic tape and having the
data processed at petroleum-style processing
centers.

The monograph has been expanded to give
more information to the engineer, geologist, or
geophysicist who wishes to do the processing
in-house with a small computer. The authors

hope that the bootstrap approach to learning and
applying the engineering seismic reflection
method is dissolving and that this monograph
will provide a useful tutorial in both the data
acquisition and the data processing aspects of
the method
Robert W. Lankston
Marian M. Lankston

March 1,1983

Spokane, Washington
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INTRODUCTION

introduction of the EG&G Geometries ES-1210F

logic community. The microcomputer with
graphical output provides an inexpensive and
portable means for processing engineering

signal enhancement seismograph in 1978. The

seismic reflection data.

The engineering seismic reflection method is a
technique that has seen rapid evolution since the

ES-121 OF has all of the basic features required in

a reflection seismograph. The ES-121OF pro
vides 12-channel recording capability, and each
amplifier has its own controls for input gain, dis
play gain, and filters. The instrument has on
board hardcopy capability and can output data
to an accessory digital, magnetic tape-based
data recorder. Since 1978, several geophysical
instrument manufacturers have introduced 12-

channel, signal enhancement seismographs
with features which allow the instruments to be
used to record near surface reflections.

At approximately the same time the ES-121OF
seismograph was introduced, the microcompu
ter was beginning to gain acceptance in the geo

This monograph presents an overview of an
approach to implementing the reflection tech
nique based upon six years of experimentation
and application of the method by the authors
using the EG&G Geometries ES-121 OFand other
seismographs and the Apple® II microcomputer
and various minicomputers. The monograph at

tempts to give general guidelines for the engi
neer, geologist, or geophysicist who is already
familiar with the refraction method and who is

interested in evaluating the potential of the re
flection method in his/her environment.

(Apple is a registered trademarl< of Apple Computer, Inc.)

GEOMETRICAL ELEMENTS OF THE REFLECTION SEISMIC METHOD

The reflection seismic method is described in

detail in several modern geophysics textbooks
(e.g., Dobrin, 1976). Unfortunately, the material

Primary Reflection
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regarding applications is presented from the

Geophone

1

viewpoint of the petroleum explorationist and

\

X
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does not address the situations encountered in
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applying the reflection method on a smaller scale
with recording instruments usually referred to as
engineering refraction seismographs. Mooney
(1976) has outlined a method for using the signal
enhancement feature of an engineering seismo
graph for reflection recording. However, his
technique may not be satisfactory for those re
quiring accurate depth determinations and high
data acquisition rates, particularly in areas where
little is known about the subsurface. The present
ly described approach has proved to be satisfac
tory in mapping the depth range from 100 to 1000
feet (30 to 305 meters) below the surface.

The geometric principles underlying the seis

'

N.'/
Va

R=/(X/2)2+h2

D= 2R= 2/(X^/4) +h2 =/x2+4h^
where D •• Path Length

tx=D/V, = (1/Vi)/x^ +4h®

(Equation 1)

where t, a reflection time at X

Figure 1. Simple reflection raypath diagram and
derivation of the reflection travel-time equation.

mic reflection method are easier for most to

grasp than those underlying the seismic refrac
tion method. However, identifying reflection sig
nals is more difficult than identifying refraction

velocity of the medium (Vi) are known (Equation

first breaks. For this reason, the reflection meth

1).

od has been slow to become utilized for engi
neering and shallow exploration studies. The re
fraction method allows persons with moderate
training to execute a survey. Engineering seismic
reflection data acquisition, at this time, requires
the overview of a more highly trained individual.
This need will diminish as more experience is
gained with the technique, however.

Figure 1 presents the familiar diagram of the
seismic ray path in an idealized reflection mea

surement. The acoustic wave, after being initiat
ed at the surface, travels a nearly vertical path
downward to a horizon at which a velocity con

trast exists and from which it is reflected upward
to be detected at the surface. Unlike the refrac

tion method, the reflection method does not re

quire that the velocity of the material below the
interface be of a higher velocity than that of the
layer above the interface in order for a signal to
be reflected to the surface. Figure 1 presents the
derivation of the equation for determining the
arrival time of the reflected wave if the offset

distance (X),the depth to the reflector (h) and the

In practice, only the arrival time and the offset

distance are known through field measurements.
Figure 2 presents the mathematical development

of the technique of x-squared t-squared analysis.
This is a graphical technique which allows geo
logic information to be derived from a graph in a
manner analogous to the way information is de

rived from the time-distance plot in refraction
work. The derivation in Figure 2 shows that if a
graph is prepared such that the square of the
offset distance is plotted along the abscissa op
posite the square of the arrival time (plotted
along the ordinate), the velocity of the medium
can be determined by taking the square root of
the inverse of the slope of the straight line con
necting the x-squared t-squared coordinates.
Figure 3c compares the arrival time of a re
flected wave with the direct and refracted waves

in a simple geologic situation (Vg assumed to be
greater than V,). From this diagram, the arrival of
the waves reflected from the subsurface inter
face can be seen to occur later than the first

refraction breaks. This isthe reason why identifi-

Analysis

=(1/V^) yX^ 4h^

Equation 1 Irom (Fig. 1)

which many seismic phases may be present, and
the reflection signals are not distinctive like the
first breaks. Figures illustrates one advantage of
the reflection method over the refraction meth

od, however. Signals reflected from the sub

2/tf 2\
t/ «(x2/Vi2)+(4h^/Vi')

surface interface can be recorded at consider

ably shorter source to geophone offsets than
signals critically refracted at the same interface.
One advantage of this is that lateral velocity

'

I

changes are less likely to occur in the shorter
distance. The use of shorter source to geophone
offsets can also provide considerable benefit in
the logistics of designing and executing a survey.

L

V,® /l/(Slope of line)
where

s

In the simple geologic setting of Figure 3, the
advantage of the reflection method becomes un
equivocal If Vi happens to be greater than Vg. If

velocity of medium

h= /(to®V,®)/4 = (toV,)/2

(Equation 2)

where h= depth to reflector at X » 0

Figure 2.X-squared t-squared velocity and depth
analysis technique.

this is the case, no arrivals would ever be critical

ly refracted along the interface between V, and
Vg. The reflection method, therefore, would pro

vide the only hope of mapping the interface. This
situation often occurs in near surface, unconsolidated sediments.

cation of the reflection signals Is difficult. They
occur in a time period of the seismic record in

Reflection Ray Paths
Source

Refraction Ray Paths

Geophones
CL

Source

Geophones

n-

Reflected

Rays.^
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I

Zone In which reflections can be recorded
I
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Figure3.Comparison of refraction and reflection raypaths and travel timegraphs, a) reflection ray paths,
b) refraction ray paths, c) time distance graph comparing refraction and reflection arrival times.
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IDENTIFICATION OF A REFLECTION

The key to utilization of the engineering seis

is an exhibition of normal moveout (NMO). NMO

mic reflection method is the identification of re

is defined as the difference in the arrival time

flection signals (reflections) on a seismic trace.
Attempts have been made by many ambitious
experimenters to use single channel, signal en
hancement seismographs for reflection work.
For the most part, such experimenters have
failed. Mooney (1976), however, discussed a
technique for using the single channel seismo
graph for recording reflections. Mooney's meth
od may have certain applications, but they will
not be discussed in this monograph. The reason
for the limited successes when the single chan
nel seismograph was used was that identification
of a reflection on one trace requires comparison
of that trace with traces recorded at nearby loca
tions. Thus a multichannel seismograph is re
quired. Modern multichannel, signal enhance
ment seismographs offer a feature which makes
waveforms easier to correlate from trace to trace.

That feature is the ability of the instrument to
display data both on its CRT screen and on its
hardcopy plotter in variable area format. Variable
area format involves a process in which the
peaks of the waveforms are shaded.
In order to Identify a reflection, the interpreter
reviews the 12-trace record to determine if any

signals after the first breaks show waveform sim
ilarity from one trace to another (Fig. 4). In most
instances, several seismic phases other than re
flections will exhibit trace to trace similarity. One
particularly bothersome phase is the surface

(Rayleigh) wave. This tends to be a slow travel
ing, low frequency, high energy signal (Fig. 4).
Surface waves can interfere with the desired re

flected signals and survey techniques must be
adopted which will minimize or eliminate these
signals. Another source of interference, but sig
nals which show trace to trace similarity never

theless, is later arriving (post-first break) refrac
tion signals.
Both the surface waves and the later arriving
refraction signals will exhibit linear arrival pat
terns when their arrival times are plotted on a
time-distance graph. Reflections will not present
a linear arrival pattern on a time-distance graph.
Their arrival pattern will be a curve as predicted
by the second order equation for arrival time
presented in Figure 1. The curved arrival pattern

between a wave which travels a vertical ray path

(X = 0) and a wave which travels a diagonal path
(X > 0) to a reflecting horizon. The NMO is
predictable by applying the equation for arrival
time given In Equation 1, inserting appropriate
values for X, V, and h and taking the differences
in the calculated arrival times.

Two clues are available, therefore, to aid the

geologist or engineer in identifying reflections
amid the jumble of waveforms which occur after
the first breaks. The two clues are:

1. Waveform similarity:
2. Exhibition of NMO.

A curved pattern may not be evident on a re
cord, and Figure 3c illustrates how this can
occur. In the area close to X = 0, the NMO is

slight, and the curvature of the arrival pattern
may not be noticeable at all. At greater distances,
the NMO approaches the linear arrival pattern of
the first break refraction signals. The reflection
survey must be designed, therefore, such that
the reflections exhibit enough NMO for velocity
and depth determination, and such that they do
not exhibit so much NMO that the reflection sig
nals merge with the refraction signals or interfere
with each other.

The data presented in Figure 4 were recorded
with the Nimbus ES-1200. No variable area for

mat was available on that instrument. Figure 4
presents an exceptionally clear reflection record
obtained at Site 1 in an alluvium-filled valley in
northern Idaho. The refraction first breaks and

the surface waves are both identified. Virtually no
interference from later arriving refraction signals
is visible. The first breaks are seen to have a

generally lower amplitude than either the surface
waves or the indicated reflections. This is com

monly observed, and this provides another in
centive for using the reflection method; smaller
energy sources can be used in the reflection
method than in the refraction method for map
ping to the same depth. The refraction data in the
record in Figure 4 would suggest a maximum
depth of investigation of 80 to 100 feet (24 to 30
meters). As will be discussed in the next section,
the depth to the bedrock as determined from the
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Figure 4. ES-1200 field record from Site 1 showing refraction, reflection, and surface wave
arrivals.

x-squared t-squared analysis of this record sug
gests a depth of Investigation of greater than 300
feet (90 meters) thereby reinforcing the relation
ship illustrated in Figure 3; e. g., shorter source to
geophone offsets can be used in reflection re

cording than can be used in refraction recording
for mapping to any given depth.
In a later section, the use of the computer will
be discussed as an aid in recognizing reflections

and generating seismic sections. The computer

should be considered an aid, not a llfesaver. If

reflection signals can not be identified on the

field records using the waveform similarity and
NMO criteria, data processing at the level dis
cussed in this monograph may not make them
any more visible. Therefore, regardless of the
interpretation technique employed, the individu
al in charge of field operations should endeavor
to obtain records that are as noise-free as

possible.

r

MANUAL INTERPRETATION

The manual interpretation technique suggested
in Figure 2 can be extended to additional reflect
ing horizons. First, each event identified as a
reflection must be timed. In interpreting refrac
tion data, the first break is usually easily identi
fied and timed. In timing reflection events, how
ever, the onset of the wave (analogous to the first
break), is usually not discernible. Therefore, the
interpreter selects either the peaks or the troughs
of the waveforms. The interpreter should be con
sistent in always picking either the trough or the
peak. The velocities determined through xsquared t-squared analysis will be essentially the
same whether the peaks or the troughs are

picked. The interpreted depths will be slightly
different, but they will always be shifted in the
same sense (up or down) approximately the
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same amount.

In the second step of the interpretation, the
arrival time is squared, the offset distance is
squared, and a point is plotted on the x-squared
t-squared coordinate system. A best-fit straight
line is drawn through the respective data points
for each event, and the velocities are determined

by taking the square root of the inverse of the
slope of each line. Figure 5 is the x-squared tsquared graph of the data presented in Figure 4.
The velocities determined in this way are known
as root mean squared (RMS) velocities. This
concept was developed by Dix (1955) in a classic
work. The RMS velocity takes into account the
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Figure 5. X-squared t-squared plot of reflection
data in Figure 4. The velocities at the ends of the
straight line are RMS velocities. The velocities
between the lines are interval velocities.

(Vu), the RMS velocity to the lower reflecting
interface (VJ and the X = 0 travel times to the
upper and lower interfaces, t^and t^, respectively.

fact that more than one medium has been trav

The X = 0 travel times are determined from the

ersed by the seismic ray, and the actual ray path
is not a simple diagonal path as indicated in
Figure 1. Dix presented an equation which bears
his name. His equation allows the velocities of
intervals between reflecting horizons to be de
termined. Interval velocity information is valu
able in determing rock types and for making
other decisions just as is done with data collect
ed using the refraction method. From the interval
velocity information and the travel times between
reflecting horizons, the thickness of each interval

x-squared t-squared graph. The Dix equation
was applied to the times and velocities deter

can be determined.

mined from the data in Figure 5. Table 1 presents
the interval velocities, the interval thicknesses,

and the depths to each reflecting horizon.

The Dix equation can be used in situations
where the velocity contrast across a boundary
increases as well as across a boundary where the
contrast decreases. Ifapplication of the equation
to data derived from an x-squared t-squared

graph does not give geologically reasonable
data, the information derived from the graph

In the Dix equation.
V„2 = (VL\-Vu2tu)/(tL-tu)

should be suspect. Contributors to such prob
(Equation 3)

the interval velocity (VJ is expressed in terms of
the RMS velocity to the upper reflecting interface

lems could include inadequately corrected sur

face elevation effects, dip on subsurface reflec
tors, or timing a seismic phase that is not a true
reflection.

topography can be easily removed before plot
ting the x-squared t-squared graph. Making the

Table 1. Interval velocities, interval thicknesses,
and reflector depths from Site 1.

Interval

Interval
Velocity

Interval
Thickness

Depth to
Bottom

5130 ft/s

132 ft

132 ft

elevation or static correction is discussed in the

next section. Invariably, the points on the xsquared t-squared graph (Fig. 5) do not lie on a
straight line even after making the static correc
tion. This is in part an indication of reflector ir
regularity and in part related to waveform modi
fications as a function of ray path. The computerassisted interpretation techniques described in
the next section will provide at least partial solu

169

7450

37

8220

82

251

8530

64

315

tions to these problems while allowing greater
efficiency in the overall data interpretation effort.

Interval velocities and thicknesses determined

by application of the Dix equation can be dis
played either as a graph of Interval velocity ver
sus depth (Fig. 6) or as a pseudo-geologic col
umn. In Figure 7, the results from four
soundings are presented and correlated. This
approach gives rise to the common name for this
type of seismic reflection surveying,, correlation
shooting: i.e., the results of one sounding are
correlated to the results of a nearby sounding.

The information presented up to this point is
not revolutionary. A person who is comfortable

with using a multichannel, signal enhancement
seismograph for refraction surveying should be
able to record reflections in a relatively simple
geologic setting. A site with alluvium over bed
rock as in Figure 7 is sufficiently simple. Initial
experiments in a relatively simple setting, partic
ularly one in which other subsurface data (i.e.,
refraction seismic, drilling, etc.) are available, will
provide a good foundation for surveying more
complex sites and for grasping the utility of

The preceding discussion of manually and
graphically interpreting engineering seismic re
flection data has been based upon the simple
geologic setting pictured in Figure 1. Surface
topography and reflector irregularities have

computer-assisted interpretation.

been assumed not to exist. The effects of surface
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COMPUTER-ASSISTED INTERPRETATION

The graphical x-squared t-squared method for
First Shot

analyzing reflection data can be time consum
Source

ing, particularly if a large number of records are

Geophones

Surface

involved and if more than one reflector is of inter

est. An extension of the correlation method of

Reflector

shooting is the technique of continuous profil
ing. In continuous profiling, each seismic record
yields data from subsurface points (reflection
points) which are at regular intervals along a line
and such that no irregular gaps exist between the

Subsurface

Coverage

I
Secotid Shot

SourceI

Geophones
Surface

Reflector

areas of subsurface coverage of adjacent re
cords (Fig. 8). Continuous profiling gives rise to a
large amount of data, and the computer is ideally

Subsurface Coverage

Figure 8. Surface arrangement of source and
geophones for 100% subsurface coverage (con
tinuous profiling). Each dot along the reflector in
the zone of subsurface coverage is called a re
flection point. Reflection points are usually
numbered sequentially or are assigned distance

suited to handling the large number of repeti
tious calculations involved in interpreting such
data.

The objective in computer-assisted interpreta
tion is to generate a seismic section from which
geologic interpretations are derived. Several

values relative to the end of the line.

tasks must be completed before this can be
done. The tasks are each analogous to ones un
dertaken in manually generating a cross section

install them on his/her computer, and be ready to
process data. However, many will wish to devel
op their own software package for processing
the data. Though not less expensive than pur
chasing commercially available software, new
software development does provide the user with
valuable insight into many of the problems in
engineering seismic reflection surveying.

from reflection data. However, because the

computer is to be employed, the tasks must be
modified such that they are structured and sys
tematic. This may require some modification to
field practices also.

Steps leading to the production of the seismic
section by the computer are 1) input of the data,
2) velocity analysis, 3) generation of the NMO
correction look-up tables, and 4) applying the
NMO corrections and plotting the section. As has
been suggested, the seismic section is a graph
ical presentation of the recorded seismic data
in which the travel-time effects of the shooting
geometry as a function of the subsurface velocity
layering and the effects of the surface elevation

A good place to begin development of a seis
mic processing software system is with a model
ing program. The initial program can be quite
simple. For example, the first program could be
one that merely calculates arrival times for rays
which travel through a horizontally stratified
earth. This simple program could ignore refrac
tion of rays at velocity boundaries and simply use
a diagonal ray path from the surface down to the
target horizon and back up to the surface (Fig. 9).
A program such as this could print the arrival

variations are removed from the data. The hoped
for result is a series of dark and light stripes on
the computer plotted cross section that depict
subsurface features such as bedding, water
table, and geologic structure.

times as a function of the offset distance on the

computer's CRT screen or on a printer. A pro
gram even this elementary can indicate approx
imate arrival times for various events. This can be

very helpful in project design.
Modeling

The elementary program will eventually be ex
panded to one which takes into account the re
fraction of the rays at each velocity boundary.
This newer program will have two primary uses.

Computer programs, or software, are available
commercially for processing seismic reflection
data. A person may purchase these programs,

13
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«x= 22;h|/V|Cos i
1-1

(Equation 4)
where
X/2

i = tan'"*

L

2
^ 1-1

hI

j

(L « 2 layers or 2 reflectors)

Figure 9. Diagonal raypatlis ignoring refraction at velocity boundaries. If L equals 1, the travel time
equation reduces to Equation 1 in Figure 1.
reflecting horizon is important. If the energy is

The first use is in actual modeling for survey
planning and data interpretation. The other use
is for generating look-up tables for NMO correc
tions. In the latter case, only the reflection times
are important. However, in the modeling case,
another feature must be added to the program.

too low to be detected, no reflection will be seen

on the field record. Incorporating the reflection
coefficient into the modeling program is there
fore useful particularly in survey design when
some subsurface information is available. The

reflection times for various horizons (and various
source to geophone offsets) result from a strictly
geometrical calculation. However, if a model or
synthetic seismic trace can be generated in

At each velocity contrast interface, some
seismic energy is transmitted farther into the
subsurface, and some is reflected back up to
ward the surface. The reflection coefficient (R) at
an interface defines the amount of energy re

which a waveform occurs at each of the calculat

ed reflection times, and if the waveform has an

flected back toward the surface and is often ex

amplitude that is related to the reflection coeffi
cient, the synthetic trace will give a good idea of
how the field trace should appear. If several
traces for various source to geophone offsets are
plotted side by side, a synthetic record is gener

pressed as:

R = ValV^

(Equation 5)

V„ + V„.,
where Vn is the velocity of the layer below the
reflector and Vp., is the velocity of the layer
above. The reflection coefficient may be plus or
minus, the sign indicating whether the velocity
increases or decreases across the boundary. The
sum of the energy reflected upward and that

ated.

In Figure 10, a model record is displayed
alongside the computer playback of the field
data. The interval velocities and thicknesses

used to generate the model traces were those
given in Table 1. Good agreement in the arrival

transmitted downward must be 100% of the

times for the earliest and the latest events can be

energy impinging on the interface. Obviously,
less energy is available to be reflected back to the
surface from deeper reflecting horizons. Mooney
(1976) explains this concept more fully and gives
equations for calculating the relative amounts of
energy-returning to the surface from each sub

observed although the signal amplitudes are dif
ferent. Reflections between the early and the late
ones are barely visible in the model while they
are clearly seen in the field data. The most prob
able explanation for this is that the reflection
strength (reflection coefficient) is related to the
velocity contrast at the reflecting boundary. The

surface horizon.

The amount of energy returning from each
14

Figure 10. Site 1 digitized record (a) and model record (b) based on x-squared t-squared analysis.
velocity contrast may be very high at the actual
boundary, buttheunderlying material may be so
thin that it does not greatly affect the interval
velocity below the boundary. Model records,
therefore, must be used with care.

Waveforms used in making the synthetic trace

can be simple in early versions of the modeling
program. For example, a sine wave starting at the
calculated reflection time can be very useful. As

the modeling program evolves, a more realistic
seismic waveform such as the Ricker wavelet

(Ricker, 1940) may be used. The modeling pro
gram, as well as most of the seismic processing
package, can become very sophisticated. How
ever, the software author will want to start at the

elementary level and expand the capability of
each program as his/her needs mature. The
modeling program has been discussed first in
order to illustrate this point and because model
(or with sufficient sophistication, synthetic)
traces can be used by other programs in the soft
ware system (e.g., the data display program de
scribed below) in order to test them during
development and for assorted other applica
tions.

Data Input
Once reflection data have been recorded in the

field, the first step in computer-assisted interpre
tation Is the transfer of the data from the seismo

graph to the computer. The easiest way to ac
complish this is to record the data in the field on
magnetic tape. The tape recorder should be
equipped with a computer interface for ready
transfer of data from the tape to the computer.
Another method for transferring the seismic data
to a computer is to use an x-y digitizer. Using this
technique, the data are transferred from each
paper seismic record to the computer by manual
ly scribing each trace with an electronic stylus on
a sensitized board. The digitizing process is
slower than the magnetic tape process, but it
may be preferable for initial experimentation or
for low volume applications. Figure 10a is the

computer playback of a hand digitized record.
Hand digitizing can be seen to faithfully repro
duce most of the signals.
Regardless of the technique used for transmit
ting the seismic data from the field recording
medium to the computer, the data should be

stored on the computer system's mass storage
device as discrete traces. Each trace should have

Geophone

Shot Point

associated with it certain pieces of trace specific
information such as the time interval at which the

Ground
-

—

H

signal amplitudes were sampled, the length of

Surface

V.

Datum

^

the trace either in time or number of samples,
and the vertical and horizontal positions of the
shot point and the geophone point.
Correction at Oeophone = [(E, *

(Eg -E^)]/V,

The data traces are stored on the computer's
mass storage device such that each one has a
unique name indicating the shotpoint and the
geophone point. A large number of traces from
many different shots may reside on the storage
device. A means must be available for selecting
the traces that are to be processed. This need
gives rise to another program. This program is
often called a utility program. It is a program that
essentially makes life easier for the data proces
sor. Because each trace has a unique name, in
the processing steps that are described below,

surements. The horizontal datum as prescribed
by Equation 1 is usually selected below the low
est geophone or shot point elevation, and all

the user could enter the trace name from the

static corrections are referred to that level. The

computer terminal or keyboard at the time the
program is ready for it. This requires user inter
vention which is slow and costly. The utility pro
gram. therefore, is used to set up another data file
on the mass storage device. This file contains all
of the unique file names (trace names) that are to
be incorporated into the processing stage, such
as the next one, data display.

static correction for each trace is the algebraic
sum of the correction (in time) needed to "move"
the shot point down to the datum and the correc
tion needed to "move" the geophone down to the
datum. Each correction is simply the elevation
difference divided by the near surface velocity
(Fig. 11).

Figure 11. Technique for calculating static cor
rections.

the same elevation. The amount of the static cor

rection can be determined relatively easily if the
velocity of the near surface material is known.
This is often determined from refraction mea

Veiocity Anaiysis

Data Display

The key to generating the seismic section is
determining the subsurface velocities. Normal
moveout (NMO) was previously discussed as a

After the data have been transferred to the

computer, the utility program is run to select the
traces for display. The display program reads the
trace name file then inputs and plots each trace
in turn. The computer plotted output at this stage
should be compared to the field records to make
sure that the data were properly transmitted to
the computer (e.g., Figs. 4 and 10a). The data
display program should be able to reverse the

characteristic of reflection arrivals which could

be used to identify reflections and to determine
subsurface velocities. The NMO concept can be
used to remove the effects of shooting geometry
(source to geophone offsets) as a function of

various RMS velocities (subsurface geology).
This technique provides an automated velocity
analysis procedure, analogous to the graphical
x-squared t-squared analysis process.

polarity of the traces, scale the amplitude of the

traces, and plot the traces in increasing or de
creasing order of reflection points.

In the velocity analysis computer program, two
data arrays are defined, Dl (input data) and DP
(processed data). Into Dl are read the digitized
amplitudes of the seismic signal for one trace
from the mass storage device. The trace to be
read could have been defined by the same utility
program discussed above that was used to de
fine the traces for graphical display. The.time
interval between each amplitude sample (SI,

The data display program should also be able
to apply the static correction to each trace before
plotting. The static correction causes a linear
shift in time of the entire data trace. The static

correction is necessitated when the source point
and the geophone points are not at the same
elevation (Fig. 11). The derivation of Equation 1
assumes that the source and detectors are all at
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velocity is changed. In analyzing data from a
near surface section of Quaternary sediments,
for example, the analysis procedure might start
with an RMS velocity of 2000 feet per second

sample interval or sample rate) and the source to
geophone offset for each trace are known by the
velocity analysis program through data which
were associated with each trace during the data
input stage. The static correction should also be
known and applied before the velocity analysis is

(600 meters per second) and continue through
6000 feet per second (1800 meters per second)

started. The objective of the velocity analysis
program is to adjust the input trace as a function
of an RMS velocity such that it exhibits signal
patterns at arrival times that would be expected if
the trace point and the source point had actually
been coincident on the surface (X =0 in Figure 1).

with intervals of 500 feet per second (150 meters

per second). The number of velocities used in the
analysis is a function of the time available for
processing and interpretation. The range of ve
locities used will be governed by the geology of
the site.

The interpretation of a velocity analysis plot is
relatively straightforward. In a situation in which
the reflecting horizons are horizontal, and as
suming that the proper RMS velocity was select
ed for the NMO adjustment procedure, a given

Because the trace was not actually recorded at
X = 0, the difference in the recorded arrival time of

an event (at X > 0) and the expected arrival time
of an event (at X = 0) can be predicted by assum

ing a velocity. This difference in the two arrival
times is, of course, the NMO. A time adjustment,

reflection should arrive at the same time (flat

or NMO, calculation must be made for each

tened) on each of the traces for which the analy
sis was being made. Therefore, when the arrival
of a given reflection occurs at the same time on
each trace, the record is said to be properly cor
rected for that event, and the velocity used for

sample time represented in DP. The thickness to
be used for each NMO calculation can be deter

mined from the assumed velocity and the vertical
travel time. The vertical travel time is the position
of a pointer (I) in the output array, DP, for which
the time adjustment is being determined, multi
plied by the sample interval (SI). The calculated
NMO correction (divided by SI) is added to the

that correction defines the RMS velocity to that

reflector. In Figure 13a, when the RMS velocity
was 5000 feet per second (1525 meters per se

cond), the first reflection is not flattened. This

pointer position (I) in the DP array. This sum is
the position in the array Dl at which the signal

event is said to be under-corrected for NMO. In

order to be properly corrected, a slightly lower
velocity should be used. The latest event in the

would have arrived if the RMS velocity was actu

ally equal to the assumed velocity. The digitized
value at the expected arrival time in Dl is placed
at the pointer position in DP. This process is

model is seen to be over-corrected at 5000 feet

per second (1525 meters per second), i. e., the
velocity was too low. At 7000 feet per second
(2150 meters per second), this event appears to
be properly corrected. Interference of wave
forms in the real data velocity analysis (Fig. 13b)
makes the flattening effect more difficult to see.

repeated for each sample time (I) in DP. After all
times have been shifted, the trace DP is plotted
on the graphics output device.

After the trace is plotted, the next trace is read
into Dl and the whole procedure is repeated. As
many traces as necessary can be corrected and
plotted this way. A common number of traces is

However, the same general conclusions can be
drawn as were reached in evaluating the adjust
ments of the model data.
RMS velocities to each reflector can be deter

12, the number of traces in a field record gener

ated by many multichannel engineering seismo

mined or at least estimated from the velocity

graphs. Figure 12 is a flow chart of an NMO

analysis plot. The RMS velocities so determined
are the same as those determined through the
x-squared t-squared graphical process. The arri
val times of a reflection determined through the
computerized process are also the same as those

correction program, or a program that performs
a velocity analysis for one RMS velocity. Any
NMO correction program must carefully keep
track of the time units used.

that would be calculated from the graphical data
at X =0. The depths to the reflecting horizons and
the interval velocities can be determined by ap

The NMO adjustment procedure described is
.usually performed repeatedly on a record or set
of traces In order to generate the entire velocity
analysis. In each repetition, the analysis (RMS)

plication of the Dix equation as previously dis
cussed.
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VELOCITY ANALYSIS PROGRAM

(NMO Adjustment Program)
Purpose: Read twelve traces of seismic data and adjust
each trace for normal moveout for one velocity.

n

Start

N

X(J.i)

p
Input seismic data:
N = Number of samples
per trace
J = Trace Number

Yes

I sSample Number

Input velocity

Yes

Start of loop
Calculate SHFT. the number

SHFT

of msec to shift a

Output

trace

(J) for Ith time on zero

X(J.I)

X(J,I)

offset trace

^

X(JJ)

X(J.I) = X(J.I + SHFT)

General form of SHFT (NMO correction):

At| =(y(x2 + t|2v2)/v - t|, where X= offset distance, t| =time on
zero offset trace, V= RMS velocity. At| = NMO correction.
For 60 ft trace intervals (60 ft, 100 ft

600 ft) and 2 msec

sample interval:

SHFT =(1000/V) x (^((50 x J/2) + (.002 x I x V/2))2 - (.002 xl x V/2))

Figure 12. Flow chart of NMO or velocity analysis. In this flow chart X(J,I) is Initially the
data input array (Dl) and becomes the data output array (DP). I in the flow chart is the
same as I in the text. J in the flow chart is the trace number; i.e., Ina twelvetrace record J
would vary from 1 to 12.

n
n
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Figure 13. Computerized velocity analysis, (a) Model data, (b) Site 1 data.
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The computerized velocity analysis technique
has a number of advantages over the graphical
x-squared t-squared technique. One of the big
gest advantages is that it is not a labor intensive
activity. The computer job can be started and left

generated by the modeling program, presum

ably the same times determine by the velocity
analysis. From the velocity analysis stage, only
three or four reflections may be usable for con

to run while the graphical technique requires
continuous manual effort. A significant advan
tage of the computerized technique is that the
waveforms are displayed. This is particularly im
portant because the waveforms are not always

structing this graph. The NMOcorrection for any
time may be estimated by drawing a smooth
curve through the actual points on the graph.
Because the objective is to automate this effort
and to Incorporate it into the modeling program,
a linear interpolation algorithm is used to esti

Identical from trace to trace because of interfer

mate the NMO for each reflection time.

ence and signal changes as a function of shoot
ing geometry. Figure 13b illustrates this. In the
graphical technique, the trace must be interpret
ed, and the x-squared t-squared coordinate that

flection time is stored in a file that has a unique

The NMO correction calculated for each re

name for the source to geophone offset distance.
This file is called a look-up table of NMO correc
tions. The data display program discussed above
can be used to generate the seismic section if it is
modified such that it reads in the appropriate
NMO look-up table for each trace and if it is

is plotted on the graph assumes a degree of
reliability that it may not actually possess. In the
computer technique, this subjectivity does not
need to be applied until the end stages of the
overall process of generating a seismic section.

further modified to perform the NMO shifting
operation. The NMO shifting portion of the algo
rithm follows the same logic as that given in the
velocity analysis section. The resulting NMO
shifted trace, however, will have had a varying-

Seismic Sections

From the interval velocities and depths deter
mined after performing the velocity analysis on
the various records in a survey, across section of
the earth could be drawn just as was illustrated
for correlation shooting (Fig. 7). However the
main thrust of computer-assisted interpretation

velocity correction applied instead of the
constant-velocity correction applied In the velo
city analysis stage.

The seismic section can be used to map a

is the generation of a seismic section. A seismic
section is a plot of all of the traces recorded in a
continuous profile manner after they have had

variety of geologic features In the subsurface.

The section is presented in time, not depth. In

the effects of shooting geometry and surface

order to know from what depth the reflections
are returning, the unit velocity and thickness in

elevation removed.

formation must be used to convert from time to

depth. This may be done for all events along the

If the geologist or engineer is developing
his/her own data processing package, the rudi
ments for generating the seismic section already
exist once the modeling program and the data
display program have been written. The velocity

entire survey line, or it may be undertaken for
only a few locations that are of particular interest
to the study at hand.

Figure 15 is the seismic section generated
from the data recorded at Site 1. The sequence
leading to this presentation was 1) digitize the
field record, 2) perform the velocityanalysis, 3)
construct the NMO look-up tables, and 4) display

analysis program presents data which can be
interpreted to give RMS velocities and reflection
times. These values can be inserted Into DIx's

equation to give interval velocities and then the
Interval thicknesses can be calculated. These

the NMO corrected traces. The reflections that
have been discussed above can be seen In the

values can be used by the modeling program to

section. Forthe most part,they align horizontally
in time. When the reflection signals are not hor

generate reflection arrival times for the various

traces, and these times can be used (with the
times calculated for the X = 0 trace) to calculate

izontally aligned, the Interpreter must decide
whether the sloping nature Is a function of an
inaccurate correction velocity or dip on the re

the NMOcorrections. The technique is one sug
gested by Musgrave (1962). Figure 14 shows a
graph of NMO versus reflection time. The NMO
value is only known for those reflection times

flecting horizon. With but one record to study,
the interpreter would probably assume that the
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Reflection # 1
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Figure 14. NMO versus reflection time graph.

Figure 15. Corrected seismic section from Site 1.

I

anticline can be interpreted. The amplitude of the
fold is approximately 25 feet (8 meters). Most
engineering seismographs employ fixed gain
amplifiers. This feature coupled with the effect of

reflectors are horizontal and decide that the ve

locities needed to be modified to align the reflec
tions horizontally. The amount of work needed to
generate the section in Figure 15 is probably not
justifiable for one record. Performing the xsquared t-squared operation is probably much

the reflection coefficient discussed above,
causes the events recorded late in the section to

be less obvious than those earlier in the section.

faster.

However, the two criteria for identifying a reflec
tion can still be applied. The coherent set of

Generation of the seismic section becomes

more easily justifiable when several records are
obtained in the continuous profile manner. The
data for the section presented in Figure 16 were
recorded by Logel during the course of his mas
ter's research (1982). The data are above average
for engineering reflection data. The subsurface
geology at this site was lower Paleozoic sedi
mentary rocks buried below approximately 100
feet (30 meters) of glacial drift. Several subparallel reflections can be seen to correlate
across the section in the time range between 70
and 170 milliseconds. Other, lower amplitude
signals may also show continuity across the sec

signals that trends across most of the section at

260 milliseconds can probably be interpreted as
a reflection.

The method described above for generating a
seismic section is for single fold or 100% cover
age data. Multifold coverage or common depth
point (GDP) data processing requires only a
small modification to the program that displays
the data and makes the NMO correction. The

step into GDP operations is a relatively simple
step once single fold operations are mastered.

The engineer or geologist unfamiliar with seis
mic reflection operations is strongly advised to
experiment and become familiar with the utility
and problems of 100% data before moving on to

tion at later times. At several places along the
section, the continuity of the reflection patterns
is broken. This is most probably a function of a
sudden change in the near surface velocity. Such
a change would render the NMO values, which
were calculated along another part of the line,
incorrect where the sudden change occurred.
Disruptions in the continuity of the reflection
patterns could also be attributed to faulting.
General knowledge of the subsurface geology

GDP work.

Signal Conditioning

Signal conditioning is a broad term that in
cludes filtering of the seismic data. Filtering is a
technique that has undergone much study. In the
earlier days of petroleum seismic exploration,
the filtering was all electronic. In more recent
years, filtering may be electronic (in the field) or
digital (in the processing center). The objective
of filtering is to remove or attenuate undesirable
signals while the desirable signals are left unaf

and careful analysis of the data must be integrat
ed in order to obtain the best possible geologic
interpretation of the data.

Between the first obvious reflection (approxi
mately 70 milliseconds on the right edge of the
section) and the second obvious reflection (ap
proximately 130 milliseconds on the left edge of
the section), an irregular event can be identified.
That this segmented event is a reflection can not

fected.

One undesirable set of signals is the surface
Rayleigh wave. These tend to be low frequency

be clearly stated from the data at hand. Assum

signals while the desired reflections tend to be
higher frequency signals. In some instances, the

ing that it is a reflection, the irregular nature of
this event could be attributed to poor velocity

surface waves can be removed by adjustment of
the electronic filters on the seismograph amplifi
ers. They might also be attenuated by the use of
geophone patterns instead of single geophones.
However, ifthe surface waves are recorded, they
may need to be removed during the data pro

control or to interference to the true reflections

caused by other seismic phases. The interfer
ence problem will be addressed in a later section.
In Figure 16b, the obvious reflections have

been transcribed in order to aid the interpreta
tion effort. In light of the known subsurface geol
ogy, the lines in Figure 16b can be considered to

cessing.

One digital, or data processing, approach to
removing surface waves Is the use of a high pass

be bedding planes. With this in mind, a small
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Reflection Point Cft3

Figure 16. Seismic section from southwest Iowa, "(a) NMO corrected section, (b) Interpretation.
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filter. This same operation might be applied elec
tronically in the field. The reflections are higher
frequency; the surface waves are lower frequen
cy. Therefore, a digital operator that would at
tenuate one while not affecting the other would
be desirable. The design and application of a

with less amounts of moveout are more obvious.

The record in Figure 17 was obtained in an area
of complex Basin and Range structure. Interpre
tation of one record is impossible, and construc
tion of a seismic section from such data is diffi

cult because reflections are not continuous.

digital filter is beyond the scope of this mono
graph. The reader is referred to Dobrin (1976) for
a more complete introduction.

Some situations may be so complex that even
with aid from the computer, the engineering
seismic reflection method is not applicable.

The simple high, low, or band pass filter that is
applied to each trace could be integrated into the
program that generates the seismic sections. A
more sophisticated type of filter is one that In
corporates the signals of several traces. For ex
ample. surface waves exhibit a linear arrival pat
tern as they travel through the geophone spread.
However, reflected signals exhibit NMO, a
curved arrival pattern. Digital, multichannel fil

Another advanced signal conditioning tech
nique that is not necessary for the beginner in
seismic processing, but yet is a technique that
will become more important as more experience
is gained with engineering seismic reflection re
cording, is called deconvolution. The concept of
deconvolution is relatively straightforward.
However, the implementation is time consuming,
and it may not be recommended for high volume
applications on small computers. Deconvolution
is an attempt to convert the oscillatory reflection
waveform into a waveform with a pulse shape
similar to the shape of the pulse of the energy
source. The objective of deconvolution is to im
prove the resolving power of the reflection me
thod by making adjacent and interfering wave-

ters can be constructed that will remove events

with linear arrival patterns but pass events with
curved arrival patterns. This technique is called
fan or velocity filtering. The filtered record in
Figure 17c was generated using such a multi
channel approach. The linear surface waves are
clearly removed with this process, and signals

Fan-Pass Moveout Range

Reflection Point (ft)
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Figure 17. Seismic record from Nevada and effects of fan filtering, (a) Field record, (b) Computer plotted
field record, (c) Fan filtered data.
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forms (reflections) more distinctive. Deconvolution will probably be the next large hurdle to
overcome in processing engineering seismic re

Apple ll<9
Digitizer

flection data.

Oual

4Sk. BASIC

Mini-Floppy

Microcomputer

Disk Drives

Computer System

The computer that is needed to run the pro
grams which perform the tasks leading to gener
ation of a seismic section can be virtually any
computer on the market today. The authors have

Color

Printer/

Monitor

Plotter

Figure 18. Block diagram of basic seismic pro
cessing computer system. The printer/plotter
could be replaced by a pen and ink plotter, and
the need to output to the CRT would be by
passed. The x-y digitizer could be replaced by a

utilized this processing sequence on an Apple®
II microcomputer (Fig.18),and the programs are
all written in BASIC. The most important consid
erations in selecting a computer for the data pro
cessing tasks are what mass data storage capa
bility it has and what hardcopy graphics
capability it has. To be sure, the processing

tape system.
tems are not recommended for routine work.

speed of the computer is a consideration. How

ing tasks can be completed in a meaningfultime

Indeed, the data could reside on the field tapes,
and the data could be read from the field tape
recorder system into the computer every time an
analysis or display were desired. However, this
would be slow. Some form of disk storage sys

frame. For data processing of lines that include

tem is therefore recommended.

ever, the speed needed can not be as easily de
fined as the mass storage and graphics display
needs. The speed must be such that the process

less than 20or 25 records and for processing that
is only undertaken on a few such lines per year,
the microcomputer is easily adequate. Forhigher

Many graphics devices are available. Certain
computers offer CRT graphics which can be cop
ied onto dot matrix printers. Another option is
to use a pen and ink plotter for producing the
needed graphical display. The choice between

volume applications, a minicomputer should be
considered.

The mass data storage system should have

these graphics systems requires a balancing of
plotting speed, ease of operation, plot quality,

high speed access for saving and retrieving data
and programs. Cassette or cartridge tape sys-

and cost of the equipment.
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SURVEY DESIGN

axes, they are found not to lie along a straight

The determination of the optimum source to
geophone geometry for mapping reflections
from a certain depth requires careful thought
while planning a survey, and the geologist or
engineer must be ready to modify the recording
geometry in the field if the geology does not

line. The same conclusion would be reached by

performing a computerized velocity analysis. A
second observation is that the true first break

signal is very low in amplitude with respect to
three dominant reflections, a condition common

ly observed.

appear to be as initiallysuspected. The reflection
time to various reflectors can be estimated using

The third observation to make is that the reflec

Equation 4 or a more sophisticated algorithm as

tions of Interest lie in a generally triangular
shaped window on the seismic record. This timedistance window will vary from site to site as a

discussed in the section on modeling. A time

distance graph (Fig. 19a) that shows all of the
expected refraction and reflection arrivals
should be prepared. The linear arrival pattern of
the surface waves can usually be estimated also.

function of the subsurface unit velocities and

thicknesses and the shooting geometry, and it
must be determined experimentally in each case.

In an area where no subsurface data are availa

Within this window, the new user of the reflection

ble, construction of the time distance graph is
difficult to do. Therefore, in such situations, the
geologist or engineer should recommend that
the survey proceed in two stages. The first stage
would include experiments that would help to
define the general nature of the subsurface (ve
locities and thicknesses). The second stage
would be the actual production surveying. Data
from the first stage of the survey would be used
to generate the time distance graph (Fig. 19a).

method will have the greatest success in identify
ing reflections.

Figures 19. however, illustrate a problem that
is not uncommon in mapping the shallow sec

tion. Velocities can change abruptly. The result
can be the interference of reflections such as is
noted between Reflection A and Reflection B

(Fig. 19a). This is an unfortunate circumstance
when it occurs. The geologist or engineer must
make a decision with respect to the survey de
sign as a function of the needs of the study at
hand. In the present case, the primary objective
was determining the depth to the bedrock; the
secondary objective was identifying any outwash aquifers.

Figure 19a was actually constructed after in
itial test shooting at a groundwater exploration
site. An unknown thickness of unconsolidated

glacial and fluvial deposits overlaid the bedrock.
The target aquifers were thought to be outwash
layers. Figure 19b is one of the initial field test
records. Applying the waveform similarity and

Reflection C was interpreted to be the reflec
tion from the top of the bedrock. In order to map
this horizon with continuous profile shooting,

NMO criteria, three dominant reflections were

identified. X-squared t-squared analyses were
made on the three reflectors. Using the interval
velocities and thickness determined after appli
cation of the Dix equation, the time distance
graph of Figure 19a was constructed by using
Equation 4. Added to the time distance graph

the field geophysicist decided to use the source
to geophone offsets noted at the top of the time
distance graph (Fig. 19a). If shorter offsets were
used, less NMO would be seen and therefore a

less precise estimate of the depth to the bedrock
would be obtained. If greater offsets were enriployed, arrivals from Reflection A would have
begun interfering with those from Reflection C.

were the first break arrivals and the surface wave
n

arrivals.

Three observations should be made from the

field record (Fig. 19b) and the time distance

The x-squared t-squared analysis of the bed
rock reflection in Figure 19b gives a depth esti
mate of 675 feet (206 meters). The RMS velocity

graph (Fig. 19a). As Telford, et al., (1976) point
out, the refraction, first break wave train can

comprise several cycles of energy. This is clearly
evident in the field record. These signals do show

to the bedrock is 5055 feet per second (1540
meters per second). The velocity of the uncon
solidated section is geologically reasonable. The
calculated depth was much greater than was an-

trace to trace waveform similarity. However,

upon plotting the data on x-squared t-squared
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Figure 19. Seismic data from groundwater exploration site, (a) Time-distance graph showing refraction
and reflection arrivals. Refraction and reflection arrivals v\/ere calculated by a modeling program based on
(b) the field record generated at the site.

ticipated at the time continuous profile shooting

geophone offset distance should be between 75

was undertaken. A test well was drilled after the

and 100%of the desired depth of investigation. In
the example given above, the shooting geometry

reflection survey was completed at the location
of the record adjacent to the one in Figure 19b.
The estimated depth to the bedrock was 670 feet
(204 meters) there and the test hole encountered
bedrock at 660 feet (201 meters).

employed essentially fit the rule. However, the

field geologist or engineer should continually
monitor the field records to be sure that the

shooting geometry is satisfactory. The use of
computer modeling at the field office will assist

A rule of thumb often employed in initially
designing a reflection survey is that the source to

with this task.
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FIELD DATA ACQUISITION TECHNIQUES

The data acquisition techniques described in
this section concern the recording of 100% data.
Figure 8 illustrates the arrangements of the geophone points and the source points for obtaining
100% continuous subsurface coverage. The

or any energy source for that matter, the geolo
gist or engineer should keep in mind that the
length of the path the seismic ray follows to a
reflecting horizon is much less than the length of
the path of a seismic ray which refracts from that
same horizon (Fig. 3c). This is a significant ad

exact distances between the source and the

geophones is determined by modeling as des
cribed in the previous section. Field operations
for reflection recording have many similarities to

vantage of the reflection method over the refrac
tion method.

The user attempting to apply the reflection
technique after much experience with the refrac
tion technique will need to adjust his/her think

multichannel seismic refraction data recording.
For example, the elevation of each geophone and
source point must be measured. However, a few
aspects of the data acquisition effort require
modification of refraction techniques.

ing about what constitutes a good (paper) re
cord. The first breaks are not primarily important
in reflection surveying. Therefore, techniques of
recording that are used to emphasize the first

Both mechanical (impact) sources and chemi
cal (explosive) sources can be used for generat
ing the seismic energy. Any source that is set at
the surface has the potential for problems. The
problems arise from the surface wave and air
wave components which are generated. In re
fraction work, these components are no prob
lem. However, because they are slow traveling
waves, these components can seriously degrade
reflection waveforms. On seismographs with fil
ter capabilities, the seismograph's filters can be
set in the high pass mode to attenuate the gener
ally low frequency surface waves. The air wave
may be a series of high frequency waveforms.
Using the seismograph in the bandpass mode
could help reduce both the low frequency sur
face waves and the high frequency airwave. Sur
face and air waves may also be attenuated
through the use of multiple geophones or multi
ple sources. The use of multiple geophones and
multiple source points is discussed in such geo
physics textbooks as Dobrin (1976) and will not
be presented here. Using geophone or source
patterns will yield varying degrees of success,

breaks are not recommended for reflection

shooting. In fact, such techniques are usually
detrimental to reflection signals. Because the re
fraction signals tend to have long wave trains
while reflection signals are often characterized
by a waveform dominated by one cycle, by trying
to make the first break an obvious feature, the

later arriving phases of the long wave train may
obscure early arriving reflections. Realizing that
the first breaks are of lesser importance, the user
of the engineering seismic reflection technique
should consider using relatively low amplifier
gain during field data recording. The signal en
hancement feature of the engineering seismo
graph can be utilized to strengthen weak signals
as needed. Special care should be taken to avoid

overdriving the amplifiers or saturating the seis
mograph memory. This situation yields unre
coverable data.

In situations in which the data which are tem

porarily resident in the seismograph memory are
to be transferred to the computer via a digitizing
process, the hardcopy records should be made
with care. For example if the EG&G Geometries
ES-1210F seismograph is used, the records
should be made using the six trace display op

and each site must be evaluated to determine the

optimum recording parameters for minimizing
interference from surface waves. If explosives
are used and if they can be set just one or two feet
below the surface, the surface wave problem can
be significantly reduced. Small charges are high
ly recommended. The smaller charges tend to
generate seismic signals that are rich in higher
frequency components. This is particularly de
sirable. Small charges yield waves that have
amazing penetrating power. In using explosives.

tion. The record length should be set to the long
format. Variable area or wiggly line output can be
used depending upon digitizer operator prefer
ence. The six trace output format is recom
mended because a display gain higher than that
used on the twelve trace option can be used

before the traces start overwriting each other. Ifa
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digital magnetic tape system is used for recording the data and transferring them to the compu-

The seismograph operator should obtain paper
records, however, as a back-up data recording

ter, the considerations of how to display the data

system.

on the hardcopy recorder are largely removed.

n
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SUMMARY

improve the results of the survey. The theoretical
aspects of the ray paths and NMO must be kept
in mind at all times during survey planning, data
acquisition, and data interpretation.

The engineering seismic reflection method
shows considerable promise for application in
many engineering and shallow exploration situa
tions. The overall technique requires considera
ble attention to detail, however. For routine pro

As more persons use the engineering seismic
reflection method, more guidelines will be pub
lished, more computer programs will become
available, and the technique will generally be
more accepted. The intention of this monograph
has been to share with the geological and engi
neering communities recommendations for
using the engineering seismic reflection method.
The authors hope that the method will be imple
mented by many engineers and geologists and
that the present monograph reduces their start

duction surveying, the computer will need to be
used to process and display the large volume of
data that will be collected. Though this mono

graph was presented with the data acquisition
aspects last, the entire process of reflection data
recording, processing, display, and interpreta
tion is somewhat circular. Certain processing ac

tivities, i.e., modeling, need to be done prior to
executing a survey. Some processing should be
done at a field office near the project site, the

results of such processing can be iterated back

up problems.

to the field crew within a short time in the event

that recording parameters must be modified to
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GLOSSARY

100% COVERAGE. Arrangement of seismic
shooting geometry such that the subsurface is
sampled once at equal subsurface intervals
along the line of the profile.

the disk and the computer.

ABSCISSA. The horizontal axis in a rectangular
coordinate system.

DIX EQUATION. An equation developed by C. H.
Dix (1955) which relates interval velocities to

DISK DRIVE. The electronic device that stores

information on a disk and provides for the
transfer of information back and forth between

RMS velocities.

ALGORITHM. A step-wise procedure for per
forming a numerical operation.

ENGINEERING

SEISMIC

REFLECTION

METHOD. The application of the reflection meth
od to map shallow targets using signal enhance
ment seismographs.

AMPLIFIER. An electronic circuit in a seismo

graph that increases the voltage level of the elec
trical output of a geophone.

ES-1200. A 12-channel seismograph manufac
tured by EG&G Geometries prior to 1978.

CDP. See Common Depth Point.
CHANNEL. A series of electronic components
including the geophone, amplifier, and display

ES-1210F. The current production model of a
12-channel seismograph manufactured by

circuits that allow a seismic signal to be detected

EG&G Geometries.

and recorded.

FAN FILTER. See Velocity Filter.

COMMON DEPTH POINT. A reflection point in

FILTER. An electronic or digital technique for
removing signals with certain frequencies from

the subsurface that is common to more than one

source and geophone offset geometry. The type
of seismic shooting that records data from com
mon depth points.

the data.

FIRST BREAK. The first arriving energy on a

COMPUTER. An electronic device for rapid nu
merical computations.

seismic record.

CONTINUOUS PROFILING. See 100% Cover

FLOW CHART. A diagram for outlining the pro
cessing stages in an algorithm or computer pro

age.

gram.

CRT. Cathode Ray Tube. A form of electronic
display device which makes use of a cathode ray

G-724S. A magnetic tape recording system man
ufactured by EG&G Geometries for permanent
ly storing seismic data recorded on the ES-121 OF
seismograph.

tube.

DATA ARRAY. In a computer program, a matrix

GEOPHONE. A transducer that converts earth

of related values.

motion into electrical signals.

DECONVOLUTION. A digital technique for
shaping reflection signals.

HARDCOPY. A paper record of a computer print
ing or plotting operation. Also a paper seismic

DIGITAL. Relating to operations on discrete
numbers as in a computer or computer-type of

record.

IMPACT. A seismic source in which a weight is
dropped or struck against a plate sitting on the
surface of the ground.

circuit.

DIGITIZER. An electronic device that allows

graphical images such as seismic traces on
paper records to be converted to computer com
patible digital form.

MAGNETIC TAPE. A tape coated with a magnet
ic material used in recording data or computer
programs.

DISK. A circular card with a magnetic coating
similar to that on magnetic recording tape used
in a disk drive for storing computer data and

MASS STORAGE. A means of saving large vol
umes of computer data outside the computer's
central memory.

programs.
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defines the amount of energy reflected from the

MICROCOMPUTER. A small computer usually
offering reduced processing speed and storage
space though with lower prices and greater por

horizon.

REFLECTION POINT. A point in the subsurface
at which seismic rays are reflected, commonly
defined laterally as being at a point half way
between the source and the geophone.

tability than minicomputers or larger computers.

MINICOMPUTER. A mid-sized computer usual
ly found in fixed installations.
MODEL. A set of parameters that defines subsur

RMS (ROOT MEAN SQUARE) VELOCITY. A
form of average velocity that is determined by
x-square t-square or computerized velocity
analysis.

face velocities and unit thicknesses and that is

used to generate a synthetic seismic record.

MULTIFOLD COVERAGE. Seismic shooting in
which each subsurface reflection point is
sampled by rays from more than one source to
geophone geometry.

SEISMIC RECORD. A composite of several
seismic traces all displayed on the same timedistance axes usually generated on a multichan
nel seismograph.

NMO. See Normal Moveout.

SEISMIC SECTION. A composite of seismic

NOISE. Unwanted signals on a seismic trace.

traces corrected for static and NMO effects that

NORMAL MOVEOUT. The difference between

gives an image of the subsurface.

the arrival time of a reflected ray that traveled a
vertical path to and from the reflector and the ray
that traveled a non-vertical path to the same re

SEISMOGRAPH. An electronic system for de
tecting seismic signals and making seismic re
cords.

flector.

SHALLOW. Depths in the range of 100 to 1000
feet (30 to 305 meters).

OFFSET DISTANCE. The distance between the

seismic energy source and the geophone.

SHOOTING GEOMETRY. The spatial arrange
ment of the seismic source and geophones used

ORDINATE. The vertical axis in a rectangular
coordinate system.

to record seismic data in the field.

PATTERN. An arrangement of geophones or

SHOT. The process of making a seismic record
ing whether using an impact or an explosive

seismic sources used to attenuate noise and en

hance seismic signals.

seismic source.

PLOTTER. A computer peripheral device that
converts digital data to hardcopy graphics dis
plays.

SIGNAL CONDITIONING. Various digital tech
niques for enhancing seismic reflection signals.
SIGNAL ENHANCEMENT. A technique employ
ing computer-type memory circuits in seismo
graphs that allows the summing of coherent
seismic signals from successive seismic shots to
be amplified while simultaneously degrading
noise signals.

PRINTER. A computer peripheral device that
converts computer information into hardcopy
printed form.
PROGRAM. A set of instructions that tell a com

puter how to execute an algorithm.

SINGLE FOLD. See 100% Coverage.

RAY PATH. The path that a seismic ray travels
from the source through the earth to the geo

SNELL'S LAW.The relationship that defines how

phone.

ray paths refract at the interface between two
different velocities.

REFLECTION. A waveform on a seismic record
identified on the basis of NMO and waveform

SOURCE. The origin of the seismic energy.

similarity that results from reflected energy re
turning from some horizon in the subsurface.

STATIC CORRECTION. A correction that takes
into account the elevation differences between

REFLECTION COEFFICIENT. A ratio relating

the source point and the geophone and an arbi

the velocity of material above a reflection horizon

trary horizontal datum plane and that miist be

to that of the material below the horizon which
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seismic section.

VELOCITY. The speed that a seismic wave prop
agates through the earth.

SURFACE WAVE. A low frequency, high energy,

VELOCITY ANALYSIS. A manual or a computer

slow traveling seismic signal that is a source of

ized technique for determining RMS velocities.

applied to a seismic trace before plotting It on a

noise and interferes with reflections.

cord generated by a computer based upon a

VELOCITYFILTER.A digital, multichannel algo
rithm for removing signals with linear arrival
patterns (e. g., surface waves) from seismic re

model.

cords.

TIME-DISTANCE WINDOW. A generally trian
gular area on a seismic record that lies between

WAVEFORM. The shape of a reflection or other
signal on a seismic trace.

the surface wave arrivals and the refraction arri
vals in which reflections can be recorded.

WAVEFORM SIMILARITY. The appearance of

TRACE. The Image of the amplified voltage out

record indicating a coherent seismic event.

SYNTHETIC SEISMIC RECORD. A seismic re

like waveforms from trace to trace on a seismic

put ofthe geophone plotted as a function of time.

WIGGLY LINE. A plot of signal amplitude versus

time in which no shading is applied to any part of

TRAVEL TIME EQUATION. An equation that re
lates the travel time of a seismic ray to the offset

the waveforms.

distance and subsurface unit thicknesses and

X-SQUARED T-SOUARED ANALYSIS. A manu

velocities.

al, graphical method for determining RMSveloc

VARIABLE AREA. A technique for displaying

ities.

seismic traces in which the peaks of the wave
forms are shaded.
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APPENDIX I

TYPICAL REFLECTION DATA PROCESSING SEQUENCE

Program names are from the Seismic Reflection Sub-pacl<age of The GO-ANYWARE"* System
available from Geo-Compu-Graph, Inc. Execution times are from anApple® II computer system.
Program

Task

Time

SEISDIGIT

Digitize field record

5 min/trace

TAPER

Transfer field record to

2 min/trace

1

computer from magnetic tape
2

GATHER

Select traces for display

0.2 min/trace

and analysis
HI STACKER

Display raw data

1 min/trace

VEL SCAN

Perform velocity analysis

1 min/trace/velocity

SEISMOD

Generate NMO corrections from multilayer earth

1 min/trace

HI STACKER

Apply NMO corrections, band pass
pass filter, and display seismic section

2 min/trace

Approximate time to process one 12-trace record recorded on magnetic tape:
TAPER

GATHER

24 minutes
2 minutes

HI STACKER

12 minutes

VEL SCAN

60 minutes

SEISMOD

12 minutes

HI STACKER

24 minutes

TOTAL

134 minutes

(Reduce times by 60 % ifa compiler is used)

(2.23 hours, 1.33 with compiled programs)

Time estimate for graphical (manual) analysis ofone 12-trace record, 1 hour per reflection.
GO-ANYWARE is a trademark of Geo-Compu-Graph, Inc.
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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